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Abstract—Standardisation, research and development efforts
for the fifth generation (5G) of mobile telecommunication net-
works are well under way. Software Defined Networking (SDN)
and Network Function Virtualisation (NFV) are two of the key
enabling technologies, considered in these efforts. The need for
a flexible, high performant and efficient architecture is well
established. Network slicing, which combines SDN and NFV,
can contribute to such an architecture. It allows the parallel
deployment of differing network stacks on top of any physical
infrastructure. SDN’s separation of control and data plane
components allows for flexible deployments.

How can SDN’s flexibility be leveraged in a sliced, 5G
network infrastructure? There needs to be an efficient way
to integrate SDN into 5G networks. In this paper, we posit
a way of integration,which allows decoupling the data plane
components from any particular control plane. This can improve
flexibility, utilisation and extensibility. We envision utilising an
SDN switch implementation as the User Plane Function (UPF),
and introducing an SDN controller between Session Management
Function (SMF) and UPF, to effectively decouple the two. Based
on this decoupling, control and data plane components can be
deployed in separatelyand new slice orchestration opportunities
can be developed. Furthermore, we can leverage deep data plane
programmability, to enhance the system in terms of function and
flexibility.

I. INTRODUCTION

SDN and NFV have been established as key drivers of
the network evolution, destined to have a significant impact
on 5G mobile network standardisation [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].
For 5G networks, to truly benefit from their capabilities, an
efficient and consequent integration has to be realised. SDN
and NFV are important enablers of network slicing for 5G
networks [6], [7]. Network slicing is the orchestration of
multiple Physical and/or Virtual Network Functions (P/VNF)
into an interconnected group, capable of providing end to end
network services to UE [8]. It has been found to be of great
potential for the creation of 5G mobile networks [6], [7],
[9]. Through network slicing, network providers can deploy
multiple customised network stacks according to different
application or user profiles in parallel [10]. Recently, more and
more research into network slicing has been conducted [7].
Nakao et al presented a network slicing implementation for
5G mobile networks [9]. Their solution included a custom,
OpenFlow inspired interface for GPRS Tunneling Protocol

(GTP) tunnel creation on the data plane. Mobile networks
use GTP tunneling for user data and signaling traffic [11],
[12]. It is desirable, to replace or further develop this kind
of solution, towards new or existing standards, to create an
open, interoperable interface for 5G network architectures.
To this end, we posit that (GTP) tunnel creation on SDN
switches should be standardised. The discussion of possible
mechanisms is out of scope of this work.

Within the 3GPP 4G network architecture, the Serving and
PDN Gateways’ (S/PGW) user- and control plane functional-
ities, can be split into two separate components, the S/PGW-
U and S/PGW-C, respectively [13]. In 3GPP’s emerging 5G
core network architecture, these components remain separate,
evolving into SMF and UPF [14]. The separation of user and
control plane is a core aspect of SDN [15]. Leveraging SDN
to realise the SMF/UPF split then makes sense intuitively.

The network slice is considered an end to end construct,
comprising control and data plane, as well as radio access
network (RAN) and backhaul (BH) components [16]. The
components constituting a single slice may have different
characteristics and requirements. Treating them as one entity
can prevent efficient utilisation and scaling and cause parts
of the slice to be under or over utilised. Furthermore, there
may be cases in which multiple slices could easily share a
common component, for example a data base. A more flexible
solution, taking the requirements of participating components
into account, could alleviate these issues. Since there are
logically distinct parts to the end to end stacks of network
slices, splitting slices horizontally into sub slices should be
possible. For example, the NGMN Alliance defines network
slice instances to be comprised of sub network instances,
which may be shared by two or more Network Slices” [17].

In this work, we propose to alternate the 5G network
architecture, to decouple SMF and UPF. By introducing an
SDN controller as intermediary, and using an SDN switch as
UPF, the data plane can be properly softwarised, granting the
benefits of an SDN data plane directly to the core network.
Once realised, this architecture will allow control and data
plane to be deployed in separate sub slices, e.g. as data plane,
control plane and core network slices. This sub slicing enables
shared usage of an SDN data plane between multiple core
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network slices, as well as the use of multiple SDN data
planes by control slices. Furthermore, this would allow the
deployment of different data/control plane implementations in
parallel.

The separate DP can be further improved through deep data
plane programmability. A deeply programmable DP can enable
improvements and customisation, that state of the art SDN
approaches can not [18], with DP slices differing in deployed
components/functionality/characteristics.

This document is structured as follows: In Section II we
present related work and technologies. Section III presents
the proposed architecture. We discuss our implementation
proposal in Section IV. Finally, Section V will provide con-
clusions and an outlook into future work.

II. RELATED WORK

This section discusses related work and technology. First,
looking into past research on OpenFlow, SDN and core
network integration. Afterwards, introducing Open5GCore and
FLARE as the technology considered most relevant for a future
implementation.

A. OpenFlow

OpenFlow is a widespread and open SDN protocol [19].
Nowadays, it is being maintained and standardised by the
Open Networking Foundation (ONF) [20]. It has evolved into
the de-facto standard for SDN implementations. As of this
writing, OpenFlow does not support the creation of GTP
tunnels natively [21]. However, existing extension mechanisms
can be used to create GTP tunnels. This has been shown for
the Open5GCore in [22] Section IV and [23] Chapter 5.11. In
brief, packets to and from GTP tunnels are handled by logical
ports of the switch.

B. SDN and Core networks

In recent years, there have been several contributions in-
vestigating SDN integration into mobile core networks. The
following provides a brief look at some of the more relevant
works.

The ONF’s Wireless & Mobile Working Group (WMWG)
has been investigating the use of SDN and NFV in the Mobile
Packet Core (MPC) [24]. In their work, they suggest exten-
sions to OpenFlow for MPC support, including GTP tunneling
capabilities. This resonates strongly with our work. Notably,
their architecture takes NFV management and orchestration
into account. They proposed a layered control architecture,
to distinguish between transport and service layers [25]. The
ONF’s work is of great significance, as it is poised to directly
influence the future of OpenFlow. However, it was not con-
sidering network slicing and the 3GPP 5G architecture.

A similar approach to ours, based on OpenFlow with GTP
extension, has been proposed for the 4G EPC architecture [21].
It was based on 4G, OpenVSwitch and OpenFlow 1.2. Our
work is aimed at the upcoming 5G architecture, with a focus
on network slicing, which was not explicitly discussed in this
earlier work.

In the 5G context there has also been another proposal de-
coupling data and user plane with the help of OpenFlow [26].
The user plane is split into a chain of PGW-U Downlink
Switch (PDS), PGW-U Uplink Switch (PUS) and Packet
Processing Units (PPU). The PPUs can be scaled according to
load and the PDS/PUS serve as loadbalancers. This represents
a singular fixed slice type for the user plane. Our approach is
aimed at deploying network slices, of any type or structure,
in the user, as well as control plane.

Trivisonno et al defined a 5G network architecture compris-
ing ”a unified C-Plane, made by three logical controllers, and a
clean-slate D-Plane” [27]. They describe several procedures in
detail. In their architecture, they replace GTP Tunneling with
pure SDN forwarding, but concede that for 4G legacy support
GTP may still have to be employed. In [28] Trivisonno et al
continued their work, focussing on end to end network slicing
and the issue of slice selection. They did not discuss the core
network design.

C. Open5GCore

Open5GCore [29] is a state of the art, standards based,
mobile core network software implementation focused on
research and development [30]. It is being developed and
maintained by Fraunhofer FOKUS. Open5GCore is, through
its modular architecture, very well equipped for the purpose
of this work. It enables deployment scenarios of the varying
complexities, needed for network slicing. Open5GCore lever-
ages the SDN implementation of OpenSDNCore [22], [31], to
implement data plane control. Open5GCore’s SDN protocol
of choice is OpenFlow.

D. FLARE

Performance is an important issue in programmable net-
work, which is highly dependent on the underlying hardware
infrastructure. ASIC can achieve high performance but it
lacks of flexibility once the logic has been programmed.
Commodity server is complete flexible, but its performance
is still far beyond that of purpose-built hardware devices. To
balance the flexibility and performance, we choose many-core
network processors as the platform to implement data plane.
A data plane can exclusively occupy a many-core network
processor. Considering that a single many-core processor today
involves a large number of cores (e.g., one hundred) and
many network functions cannot individually fully utilize a
whole processor efficiently, we decide to build data plane in a
slice of FLARE [32], which is test bed equipped with many-
core network processor, where data plane consists of a hybrid
of many-core network processor and x86 processor. Control
plane runs on x86 processors while data plane runs on many-
core processors. Control plane and data plane communicate
via Ethernet-over-PCI interface. We abstract the underlying
architecture such as I/O engine, inter-core communication and
only expose the relevant necessary details to a set of predefined
Click [33] elements.



III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

We posit to alter the 5G core network architecture, as shown
in Figure 1. This approach is based on earlier work on the
OpenEPC [22] and Open5GCore [30] systems.

Fig. 1. Proposed Architecture

Compared to the original architecture, the UPF is further
decoupled from the SMF by introducing an SDN controller in
between the two. The SMF now speaks to the controller’s north
bound API and the UPF effectively becomes one or more SDN
switches. Thus, the data plane turns into an SDN, controlled
by the mobile core network, by design. This would usually be
deployed in an end to end slice. However, to benefit from the
decoupling, we suggest deploying in separate sub slices and
interconnecting those.

While we group all CP components, except for the SDN
controller, in the same slice, this was just chosen as the
simplest example and alternatives are omitted for brevity’s
sake.

Through this architecture, various interconnection scenarios
between slices are made possible. Multiple CP slices could
gain access to multiple DP slices. Different SMFs could
control the traffic of a particular data plane slice through
the same controller, as is exemplified in Figure 1: a single
UPF is shared by two control plane slices A and B, through
the respective controller. At the same time, any control plane
slice could manage traffic on multiple data plane slices, by
communicating with the respective controllers.

Figure 2 visualises the overall perspective, including the
control, data and orchestration planes. Core slices access
controller slices, which in turn manage DP slices to provide
connectivity. A management and orchestration (MANO) com-
ponent would reside in the orchestration plane. The MANO
is commonly tasked with deployment and instantiation of the
service components. This orchestration plane is out of scope
of this work.

The additional flexibility could potentially enable dynamic
orchestration and load balancing of data plane slices by a
MANO and improve performance, as well as efficiency. For
example, a core network slice could, at times of high load, be
delegated multiple data plane slices.

Fig. 2. High Level Architecture

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

To realise the proposed architecture, we intend to integrate
Open5GCore with FLARE. And enhance the data plane slice
with additional features, such as load balancing (LB) and se-
curity functions, using FLARE’s deep data plane programma-
bility.

FLARE supports the deployment of virtual machines and
docker containers inside a slice. We can take advantage of this,
by creating a dockerised version of the Open5GCore compo-
nents. The Access and Mobility Management Function (AMF)
and SMF, User Data Managment (UDM FE + UDR), and
the Policy and Charging Function (PCF) will be wrapped in
separate containers. Figure 3 depicts the intended deployment:
Most components are placed on the CPU part of FLARE in
a single slice, while the UPF is placed on the NPU part. The
SDN controller will be deployed in its own slice on FLARE’s
CPU part, to realise the separation.

Fig. 3. Open5GCore deployment on FLARE

An important step towards this deployment is the introduc-
tion of the controller between SMF and UPF. Open5GCore
already leverages SDN functionality to control the UPF, but
this is still tightly coupled to the SMF component. We will take
advantage of Open5GCore’s modular design, to implement
cleanly separated components. The interaction between SMF



and controller will use the controller’s north bound API. This
API needs to be specified, as well.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed the integration of SDN con-
troller and switch as parts of the 5G mobile core network
architecture, to create a more flexible system with deep data
plane programming capabilities. We have shown, how the
introduction of the SDN controller, to decouple UPF and SMF,
can improve flexibility and support additional deployment
scenarios. We described our implementation plans based on
Open5GCore, FLARE and OpenFlow, with the addition of a
GTP tunneling mechanism to OpenFlow. We plan to realise
this implementation, in the near future.

Following the first prototypical implementation, we should
look into automated management and orchestration, more
complex slice types, deploying components redundantly and
testing different interconnection scenarios. Furthermore, we
could research various data plane enhancements and deep
data plane programming approaches. An interesting question
with regards to multiple CP slices sharing a controller/DP
slice would be, the potential for conflicts and how possible
solutions. Lastly, the performance of our architecture has to
be evaluated in relation to existing alternatives.
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